Welcome, Introductions, and Objectives

In order to have a winner, the team must have a feeling of unity; every player must put the team first—ahead of personal glory.

Paul Bear Bryant

My Desired Outcome

Think about what you want to get out of this workshop for yourself and your team.
All the forces in the world are not as powerful as an idea whose time has come.

Victor Hugo

This workshop focuses on the seven skills central to developing your team’s behaviors of success. These are the key skills your team and teams like yours need to be effective to meet the growing challenges you face.
Workshop Objectives

Our purpose today is to gauge and begin expanding your emotional and social effectiveness as a team. Our objectives in building this team success are two-fold:

- To recognize your team’s current emotional and social effectiveness
- To commit to becoming more effective in one or two of the seven skills by developing an action plan

Understanding and enhancing your team’s Emotional and Social Intelligence (ESI) is a force whose time has come. Yet the process will only support your team in relation to the attention and commitment you make individually and as a team.

Clarifying your sense of the value of the workshop for you and for your team is a great way for you to determine how to gain the most from the process for both you and your team. In the space provided below, record your thoughts about your own objectives for today as well as the objectives of your team.

Notes on My Objectives for This Workshop

Notes on the Team’s Objectives for This Workshop